
What does ISO stand for ? Q 
ISO stands for ( International Standards Organization) International body which formulates 
various standards which equipment should conform to allowing for interchange of 
products between manufacturers. 
 

A 

  

Why use a NAMUR interface and does SMC have NAMUR valve ? Q 
NAMUR is an industry standard interface pattern for joining control valves directly to 
process valve actuators. It allows interchangeability of valves from different brands, yes 
SMC have 5 and 3 way  type VFN 

A 

  

What does G (BSP) thread stand for ? Q 

British Standard Pipe Parallel BSPP (Common use in Europe ) A 

  

What does R thread stand for ? Q 

British Standard Pipe Tapered BSPT (Common use in Japan ) A 

  

What does NPT stand for ? Q 

National Pipe Thread (Common use in USA and Canada ) A 

  

What is the maximum temperature at which SMC cylinders can operate ? Q 
For cylinders with Viton seals it is 150 deg. C. A 

  

Do cylinders and valves require lubrication ? Q 
SMC cylinders and valves are designed for use in non-lube operation, they are self 
lubricated used lithium based grease . (highly recommended in Pharmaceutical, food and 
beverage industry ) 
 Air line lubrication however will increase the service life. If lubrication is used, it must be 
maintained for the service life of the product. 

A 

  

Are your cylinders available in non-standard strokes ? Q 
Yes, SMC can make a cylinder to order in any stroke length you require up to a design 
maximum. 

A 

  

How can I slow down my cylinder ? Q 
By using flow regulators or speed controllers to control the exhausting air from the cylinder 
thus reducing the speed. 

A 

  

Do you offer Repair Kit / Service Kits ? Q 
Recommended Kits are available for most of SMC product ranges and can be found in each 
product catalogue, simply look for the “Service kit” page 

A 

  

In the event of air and electrical failure, how can I lock a cylinder in its current 
position ? 

Q 

Use a cylinder fitted with a “passive” locking mechanism. Control the mechanism from a 
single solenoid/spring return valve. 

A 

  

What force can a cylinder exert ? Q 
Theoretically, this depends mainly on the air pressure applied to the cylinder piston.  A 
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What is the largest diameter of SMC cylinder  ? Q 
500 mm which is available to order. A 
  

Can we get a pneumatic signal when my cylinder has reached the end of its stroke 
when I cannot use electrical proximity switches? 

Q 

You can use end of stroke sensor fittings which only send an output signal when all of 
pressure in the cylinder has exhausted. ( SMC don't have this product yet ) 

A 

  

IS there any program or web site that can help to select  and specify , validate part 
no. and size SMC products ? 

Q 

Yes, it's SMC E-TECH  ( www.smcetech.com ) A 
  

What do you recommend to increase the life time of SMC E/P and precision  
regulators ?  

Q 

Please install a pre-filter and or a mist separator , kindly check IT/ITV , IR catalogue to 
check the recommended  part no. ( Never use a lubricated compressed air )  

A 

  

Are we able to get the repair kit for SMC E/P regulator  ? Q 
Yes, you can but please consider to calibrate the E/P before use  A 
  

Can SMC filter with a manual condensate drain be converted to an automatic 
condensate drain ? 

Q 

Yes, if the entire filter bowl is replaced, part no. will depend on the filter size  A 
  

What is the part no. of oil that is approved for the lubricators ? Q 
VG 32-1 ( 1 liter )   or  VG32-4 (4 liters ) A 

  

Why buying  SMC valves  ?   Q 
Compact , low power consumption , high speed , fast response time , long life time , 
work under  severe conditions and easy to repair . 

A 

  

We see some of SMC products are made in China, are they in same Quality of 
Japan? 

Q 

Yes, SMC have 3 factories in China for some products and the quality control is done by 
SMC Japan engineers , so they are 100% the same Quality  

A 

  

What is the max. Temperature of SMC tubing ? Q 
MAX. 260 deg. C.  A 

  

We know that water separator can remove water but why to use Air dryer ? Q 
Water separator can remove only water but not water vapor as Air dryer do  A 
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